Many federal organizations today are operating multiple clouds, each with its own interface and protocols, resulting in operational islands that can impede the mission. Move away from juggling disparate clouds to managing a fully integrated, optimized multicloud environment.

Dell Technologies is a trusted partner to our nation’s government agencies and the U.S. Department of Defense. We provide end-to-end intelligent solutions that help you achieve data-driven breakthrough outcomes for your customers and constituents. No matter where your mission leads, we have the expertise to help you innovate — efficiently and securely.

Optimizing workloads is more important than ever, given the unique demands of federal mission environments. Gain control of heavy, interdependent, or expensive workloads with a smart deployment strategy.

**Drive your transformation with multicloud flexibility**
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**Approach a successful cloud strategy by focusing on the right cloud for your workloads and data**

- Drive a unified strategy
- Bring your LOB and IT teams together
- Align your cost models to your organization’s budget
- Achieve speed and consistency across environments
- Reduce risk by gaining intrinsic security

**Move to a true multicloud environment**
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Working with our extensive partner ecosystem, Dell provides the solutions, deployment models, and outcomes you need. We help you align your IT so you can drive business, operational, technical, and financial outcomes.

**Sovereign adjacency**: Combines dedicated Dell Technologies infrastructure with direct, high-speed interconnection and proximity to public clouds, SaaS providers, partners and suppliers within a single physical facility.

**Intelligent edge**: Transforms information into insight by delivering edge data to cloud-native analytics, machine learning, AI and other data platforms.

**Interconnected enterprise**: Multiplies, connects and integrates sovereign adjacency with secure, fast, private, on-demand infrastructure.

**For more information**

Discover how Dell Technologies can modernize your infrastructure and advance your federal initiatives. Visit us at [Dell.com/Federal](http://Dell.com/Federal), email [DellFederalSales@federal.dell.com](mailto:DellFederalSales@federal.dell.com) or call us at 855-860-9606 to learn more.